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Frosh-Soph

Track Meet
Saturday

Stallknecht On
Wordsworth—Little
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine

Vol. XXXVIII

ORONO, MAINE, DECEMBER 3, 1936

Students Are Frosh Favored
To Take Meet
Injured in Yearlings
Giving Edge
Auto Crashes Over Sophomores In

Marion Hatch,
Clark Kuney Are
Masque Leads

No. 9

Fraternity Rushing Rounds Out
Second Week; Heavy Schedule
Of Social Activities Is Planned

Miss Marion Hatch has been selected to
play Sidney Fairfield, the leading role in
Clemence Dane's "A Bill of Divorcement"
By Erwin Cooper
in which Katherine Hepburn made her
The t radi tonal Irc,looan-sophomore successful screen debut, while Clark Kuney will portray the character of Sidney's
track meet will inaugurate the track seainsane father, Hillery Fairfield, which
son at Maine. The yearlings, with the
John Barrymore did so well in the screen
removal of freshman rules at stake if they
TWO COLLISIONS
version, for the Maine Masque's presentacan defeat their upperclass rivals, enjoy a
tion of the play in the Little Theatre, Deslight
edge
in
pre-meet
dope
because
of
PERIOD ENDS DEC. 13
Several Go To Hospital
cember 9 and 10.
The following request has been made by Arthur A. Hauck, President of
last minute developments.
Kuncy. who was last spring awarded
And Fine Is Imposed
the University,for caution on the part of all University people using the road
Bill McCarthy, ace sophomore high the Robert
Fifteen Houses Compete
C. Hamlet prize for the best
to Orono:
In Accidents
jumper, has suffered a poisoned toe which original play of
the year written by a
In Annual Scramble
makes it doubtful if he will be able to student at the University,
has appeared in
University of Maine students were inThe new sidewalk from the Orono bridge to the University
For Freshmen
compete. Early this fall Herb Leonard. the previous Masque plays,
"Abraham
volved in two automobile accidents last
now under construction will be, when completed, an improvement
sophomore pole vaulter, suffered a broken Lincoln," and "A Bird in
Hand." Miss
week, one of them bringing serious inA big weekend is what the gentlemen
which we have all desired. It now appears that it cannot be finished
collarbone. and he is not yet ready for Hatch appeared last year in "Berkeley
juries to Helene Diehl '38, and the other
of the Class of 1940 have to look forward
competition.
until
next
spring.
It
is,
therefore,
necessary
that
Square."
students
and
causing Sherwood Edwards '39. to be
to— that is, if the plans made by the fifmembers of the faculty cooperate to the fullest extent in making
Others in the cast are: Bernice Hamilfined by the Orono trial court for speed- .fhe freshmen are especially strong in
teen fraternities on the campus have anythe
weights,
and
Smith, of the freshmen, ton who will play the role of Margaret
driving and walking safe. The engineers of the Maine Highway
thing to do with it. Due to the fact that
ing.
brother of Ralph Smith. last year's fresh- Fairfield, the wife of Hillery; Madeline
a large number of freshmen and upperSafety Campaign are studying the problem and will do everything
Helene Diehl was injured when a car
man ace, is expected to out-throw Dyer Davis, Hester Fairfield, sister to Hillery;
classmen went home for Thanksgiving,
in which she was riding towards Stoningin
their
power
to
provide
safeguards.
The
University
community
and Marston, of the sophomores. Besides, Mary Leighton. Bassett, a servant; Arthe bulk of the fraternity social affairs
ton for the Thanksgiving holiday collidcan help in the following ways:
the freshmen have Mitchell and Johnson temus Weatherbee, Gray Meridith, who
has been scheduled for Friday and Sated on the main highway near Bluchill with
who are also considered good performers is to marry Margaret Fairfield after she
urday of this week. Consequently there
a car coming towards Bangor. In the
1. Drive slowly at all times. Use extreme caution in making
has divorced Hillery; Ralph Higgins,
in this event.
will be many a freshman on these nights
car with Miss Diehl were Joe Murphy
stops.
who will be wishing that he could be in no
In the javelin the freshmen again ap- Kit Humphrey, the lover of Sidney Fair'39. Richard Raymond '38, and Charles
2.
If
necessary
field;
Neil
to
Sawyer, Dr. Alliot, the famwalk in the road, keep in single file facing
less than a dozen places at one time.
pear to enjoy the edge with Mitchell figCain '38.
automobile traffic.
ured to out-throw his teammates, Maines ily doctor; and William Whiting, Rev.
Since the opening of the fall rushing
Sherwood Edwards was fined for
and Johnson. The discus and shot should Christopher Humphrey, the rector who
season on Monday, November 23, the
3. When walking at night, it is highly desirable to wear somespeeding on the Bangor-Orono road
refuses to marry Margaret and .Meridith
be duals between Mitchell and Dyer.
yearlings have been entertained royally.
thing white or carry a flashlight.
Saturday night, when he crashed into an
because of the divorce laws.
In addition to regular dinner and supper
sophomores,
without
The
the
even
serautomobile driven by Carl Tenney of
The play, "A Bill of Divorcement,"
dates at the various houses, the freshmen
Arthur
A.
Hauck
the
McCarthy,
probably
vices
win
will
of
Orono. No one was hurt as a result of
which is an English production that grew
were guests last week at smokers at Kappa
this accident, but both cars were badly high jump as both Drew and Thomas are out of the question of divorce
laws in
C> Sigma, Lambda Chi Alpha, and Tau EpIf
performers.
average
better
than
damaged. The two cars were beaded
England in 1923, has had successful runs
silon Phi.
towards Orono when thc collision oc- the freshmen have any capable men in this in both London and New York. It conThey will really be in the height of their
curred, the front of Edwards' automobile event, they have yet to turn out to prac- cerns the tragic predicament of a woman
glory this weekend, however, when a
tice.
hitting the rear of Tenney's.
who is married to an insane husband and
very heavy social schedule has been
Thomas rules a favorite in the broad presents the problem—is insanity a real
In the other accident. Miss Diehl was
planned. On Friday evening fall informal
thrown through the window of the car jump with McCarthy figured to place if cause for divorce?
house parties will be held at Phi Eta
and was severely cut. The bones of her he does compete. Here again it is unProf. Mark Bailey of the public speakKappa, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Gamma
Philosopher Is Presented
Pulitzer Prize Winner
forehead were crushed and her nose was known if there are any good freshman ing department is director of the play
Delta, Theta Chi, and Delta Tau Delta.
jumpers.
Contributors'
Club
By
broken. The crash occurred when the
Claims Maine Source
while Mr. Donald Friedly is in charge of
In addition to these five parties, other
The pole vault will be a toss-up since the set. The stage manager is Edwin P.
Orono car and the car travelling to Banevents will be victrola parties at Alpha
At Third Lecture
Of
Fine
Poetry
gor skidded and crashed when they were Leonard is not competing. Nason and Troland. Thomas Lynch and Richard
Gamma Rho and Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
Newton Phelps Stallknecht, assistant
just about to pass on a strip of icy pave- Friedman of the sophomores will be hard Boyer are in charge of lighting arrangeand smokers at Sigma Chi, Beta Theta
By Virginia Hall
professor of philosophy at Bowdoin Colment. Cain. the driver, received only a pressed by Wilson and Huff of the frost'. ments.
Pi, and Sigma Nu.
lege, will deliver the third in the series of "Poetry is the only crop that will grow
few scratches.
If Byer is in good shape, and at this
If the first year men survive Friday
subscription lectures sponsored by the on Maine soil," said Robert P. Tristram night and
The other occupants of the Orono car writing it appears that he is, he should
still feel the urge to "go places
Little
Club
Contributors'
Theatre
in
the
Coffin. of Brunswick, Pulitzer prize win- and do things," they will
were not seriously injured, although Ray- emerge victorious for the second-year
be confronted
Thursday.
at
7:30
Dec. 3,
p.m.
on
mond injured his back and hip and was men. The Higgins twins should also score
ner for 1935. "That is why," said the 43- with another imposing selection. House
severely bruised. Murphy was thrown for the sophomores for they appear to
His subject will be "Wordsworth's Con- year-old Maine
author of several novels, parties will be in full swing at Sigma
Kay Rowe
ception of Imagination." This is a timely biographies,
clear of the car and escaped injury. The have an advantage over Labarge, Gerrish
and
volumes of verse. "Maine Chi. Kappa Sigma, and Sigma Nu. Theta
While
the
men of the Maine campus are subject since in recent years Wordsworth
two passengers in the other car received and Beekermait, all freshmen. However.
Chi and Tau Epsilon Phi will entertain
has
more authors, proportionately, than
in the midst of their annual rushing sea- has been the object of considerable philonly minor injuries.
with vie parties. The traditional corncob
Beckerman has shown a natural start in
son the sorority women are also in the osophical and critical study both in this any other state."
All the students were taken to the Blue- practice and. although still inexperienced,
pipes will make their appearance at smokthroes of a more restricted hut equally in- country and abroad.
Coffin drew his stalwart body down into ers sponsored by Phi Kappa Sigma, Phi
hill hospital, from which Miss Diehl was he may place.
tensive rushing period. This year with
rushed by automobile to a Boston hospital.
Mr. Stallknecht, a graduate of Prince- his chair, tweaked his broad moustache Mu Delta, Phi Eta Kappa. Alpha Tau
The quarter mile is anybody's race with a first semester rushing program those
It was found necessary to operate on her. Edwards running against Beck and Whitton, is very active in the field of philos- below his small nose, passed his hand over Omega, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Alpha
freshman girls with an average of two
He has written a book entitled his wide, muscular face and his curly grey- Gamma Rho. Phi Gamma Delta, and Delney of the freshmen.
point or over may be pledged at this time ophy.
"Studies in the Philosophy of Creation" blonde hair, pressed his finger-tips to- ta Tau Delta.
but
cannot
be
initiated
until
after
the first
Shadow Mowatt should gain a victory
which is a study of Bergson's and Whit- gether over his expansive shirt-front and
During the period of the two evenings
in the mile for the sophomores OVCI semester if they then again make two tier's theories of the universe. It is in- stared
ahead as, with an air of thinking there will be a total of eight house parpoint.
Whitcher. Don Smith, present New
that Professor White- aloud, he voiced his thoughts in an inter- ties, four vies. and eleven smokers.
At the first rushing period last year teresting to note
England freshman cross country chamBy Ruth Leavitt
head has contributed substantially to mod- view following his lecture at the Little
Next weekend, the final one before the
A period f intensive vocational infor- pion, fresh from his fine showing in the forty-seven co-eds, freshmen, upperclass- ern philosophical study of Wordsworth. Theatre at the University
of Maine closing of rushing on December 13, the
men,
and
transfers
pledged
at
this
time.
will
nationals.
match
mation during the SCCOIIII week of January
strides with Hart,
Mr. Stallknecht is an important contribu- Thursday evening, Nov. 19.
Military Ball will be the feature attrachas been planned through the cooperation varsity cross country man. This should be The present program, however, requires tor to philosophical magazines and has
"No-oo," he deliberated carefully, "I tion on Friday night. Saturday evening
transfers
to
wait
until
spring
pledging.
of the Colleges of Agriculture, Arts and an even race.
concerning the relation do not think
articles
written
Since the local chapter of Delta Zeta
that Maine's subject matter will find house parties in progress at Phi
Sciences. and Technology, and the UniIn the hurdles the sophomores' advanbetween philosophy and literature.
is in danger of being exhausted. Maine Kappa Sigma, Beta Theta Pi, and Sigma
versity Placement Bureau, according to tage seems unquestioned. Either Mc- is inactive there will be five sororities givThe Contributors' Club lectures pre- farmers are 'whole farmers' and as long Alpha Epsilon, and a smoker at Theta Chi.
an announcement to Philip J. Brockway. Kenzie or Higgins should win this event. ing bids. The quota of fifteen girls from sented
by Gregory Mason and Robert P. as they do all kinds of farm-work and stay
each class for each Greek letter group
After five o'clock Sunday, December
Placement Director, this week.
Merrit seems to he the freshmen's hest bet.
Tristram Coffin this fall were both well close to the plow they will have material 13, there will be a twenty-four hour
remains unchanged.
period
A committee from the three colleges is
attended.
for their poems. In more cosmopolitan during which no fraternity man can acDuring the past week a schedule of
in charge of the program. The members
small parties has been carried out and
areas," he mused, "farms are run like company a freshman. On the afternoon
are Charles Crossland, chairman; Dean
from Friday evening. December 4, to
factories. Because Maine people have al- of the following day final pledging will
Paul Cloke, representing Technology ;
Sunday evening, December 13, there will
ways had a love for the soil and have been take place before neutrals in the I.ittle
Professor Arthur Jensen. representing
content to stay in the state, remaining Theatre, the results will be known,a great
Arts and Sciences; Mr. Fred Loring, repProfessor Milton Ellis. head of the be a "big" party held by each sorority.
The schedule for these parties, on weeknatural and unspoiled, they have alwass deal of mental agony will be over, and upresenting Agriculture; and Philip Brock- English
Department. and Professor
Editors of secondary school newspapers
way, the Placement Director. Three sen- George W. Small were recently appointed end nights only, is: Alpha Omicron Pi, from all sections of the state will hold a furnished material for creative writing. ierclassman and freshman alike will again
iors have also been appointed by the deans to the committee on research activities of December 4; Phi Mu. December 5; Delta two-day conference on the campus under And they are fundamentally the same take up the pursuit of higher learning.
of the respective colleges for the commit- the Modern Language Association of Delta Delta, December 6; Pi Beta Phi. the direction of the English department. now as they ever were," he added quickly.
December 12; and Chi Omega, December
refuting the elegiac note in the works of Mone-Sen, Delhi Student,
tee to give the student point of view; America.
13. Bids will be received by the Pan- on December 11 and 11 it was announced many Maine authors. "Them days is not
Addresses Vespers Sunday
They are. Edwin Bates from Agriculture.
Professor Ellis, a native of Belfast,
today by Reginald Coggeshall. professor
Elwood Bryant from Technology, and graduated from the University in 1917 hellenic on December 14, and the signing of journalism.
gone forever," he declared, negativing a
Mone-Sen,
post-graduate student from
and matching of preferences will follow.
John Murray frotn Arts and Sciences.
and received his doctorate from Harvard
The conference will open with a general familiar Maine saying.
St. Stephen's College, Delhi, India. spoke
The entire program, practically unique in 1913. On the committee he will serve
"But really.- he continued, his expres- at Vespers, Sunday afternoon. He was
meeting at 3:30 Friday, to be followed
in the history of the University. s de- as a specialist on early American fiction. College Red Cross Drive
by round table discussions in which Ed- sion becoming characteristically jovial the delegate of India, Burma, and Ceylon
signed tentatively to have a two-fold aim. He has published "Joseph Dennie and His
Successful--Roderick ward Kelley, faculty adviser for the through the eyes and facial lines, "we to the Pacific Area Conference held at
In the first place, as much information as Circle--a Study in Ameritan Literature.
Prism, will discuss year books and Prof. should have a keep-out sign at Kittery. Mills College, Oakland, California, last
possible about specific occupations and
There must be a patent on all Maine September, under the auspices of the
1792-1812." and in collaboration with A sum in excess of sixty dollars was Coggeshall, news periodicals.
professions will be made available to the
Oscar Shepard, feature writer for the things." Then, more seriously, "The sum- World Student Christian Fellowship. He
Emily Pendleton, wnac "Philenia"—the the University of Maine's contribution to
students by various business men and
the
work
of
the
American
Red
Cross
for
Bangor Daily News. and Coggeshall will mer people are endangering the state with is now speaking at many of the leading
I.ife and Works of Sarah W.entworth
other authorities. In addition, seniors
1936, according to an announcement made be principal speakers at a dinner to be cosmepolitanism."
Morton."
Universities of the Uniteu States on his
will be given an opportunity to participate
Professor Small graduated from the by Burleigh Roderick, Roll Call Chair- served at 7 o'clock in the Log Cabin.
He wrinkled his nose a moment as he way to England.
in an intensive program concerned with
Saturday morning at 9 o'clock a print- thought and then said distastefully, mediUniversity of Tennessee in 1915, and re- man for the campaign which closed ofIn his talk on Sunday afternoon. he
the procedures of application and jobhis doctoral degree from Johns ficially on November 26. Roderick was er will speak on art work in year books, tatively, "And this regimentation through spoke on a question which is uppermost in
getting. The development of the pro- ceived
highly
pleased
by
the
results
discussion
of
the
for
canround
table
special
at
a
and
the WPA is dangerous. Maine men are the minds of youth today. "What Are We
gram will follow lines similar to the one Hopkins in 1922. He has published "The vass.
newspaper editors, Coggeshall will exbeing urged to think in terms of dollafs Going to Do,"
arranged for the women students on No- Germanic Case of Comparison" as a lanstory.
The
campaign
news
was
the
conducted
essentials
of
this
year
plain
the
guage monograph of the Linguistic SociThe service was conducted by Miss
and hours and their independence may be
vember 9 and 10.
by the combined organizations of the StuOne hour later the groups will hold yet
The week of January 13 has been tenta- ety of America, and "The Comparison of dent Senate md the Women's Student another round-table discussion, at one of destroyed in the future. It is a pity," Ile Faith Shesong. Music was provided by
said regretfully, "when men have always Mr. Nelson B. Carter at the organ. and
tively designated by the committee in Inequality," issued by the Johns Hopkins Government Asvwiation a meeting
held which Thomas Lynch, editor of the Prism,
at
Maine, in the by a musical trio composed of Miss Maricharge and will he known as "Vocations Press. He will be on a sabbatical leave November 17 in Rogers Hall.
the other a faculty been able to find enough in
speaker;
at
the
will
be
themselves." on Hatch. Mr. John DeLong. and Mr.
Week." A number of local and national during the second half of the school year;
member of the English department will past, to keep them going by
business men and alumni will be invited to during this time he will gather material
In response to the reporter's question Robert Parker.
All
interested
learnstudents
speak on the literary aspects of news periin
The programs for the services of the
participate in the program and to offer for a study of the historical development ing the Morse Code for radio com- odicals. The morning's work will be concerning the qualifications, beyond a
the benefit of their experience and practi- of the English language with special refer- munication are to meet in Room 29, completed with a general meeting to be- residence in Maine, necessary for success next two Sundays are as follows:
6—Speaker. Dean Paul Choke,
cal knowledge to assist students to visual- ence to comparative literature. His reLord Hall, at 7 p.m., Friday. For gin at 11 o'clock, at which future plans in prose-writing, the poet gave his inter- December
ize the conditions and problems of employ- searches will be embodied in a third vol"Values I See in
further details see Prof. E. L. Rob- will he drawn up and classifications for viewer a reassuring glance and said that concluding the series on
ment and the requirements of specific oc- ume of his series on English syntax. Ile
awards or ratings will he announced. he did not believe in "spur of the mo- Religion." Guest soloist, Mrs. Sonia
erta.
cupations. In addition, the services of an will work chiefly at the British Museum
There will be six classifications based on ment," "now in the mood" writing. "Be- Brown, soprano, of Bangor.
authority on the problems and procedures in London and at the Bodleian library in
December 13—Christmas Service, inThe homecoming attendance record at pupil and teacher population of the re yond an inclination to write, one needs
of job-getting will be obtained by the Oxford, where as a student at Merton the University of Minnesota was shattered spective schools represented.
constant practice in the art." lie replied, cluding a pageant "The Nativity." with
Placement Bureau to conduct this phase College he won his Bachelor of Litera- by 5,000 this year when 64.000 fans saw
The conference will come to a close with crossing his legs, leaning back leisurely music by the University Chorus and Or(Cossiisesil es Poo Ti,.)
ture degree in 1927.
chestra. to he held in the Memorial Gym
the Gophers smother the Hawkeyes.
a visit to the Bangor Daily Commercial. and lighting a cigarette.
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Necessity for College Training
for Technical Positions—
Prof. Weston Evans

Friday, Dec.4,7 p.m.
Campus News of the Week—

Oliver Eldridge, Editor of the
Maine Campus
Sunday, Dec. 6, 2 p.m.
Dramatic Production by the
Masque
Music by the University Trio

Monday, Dec. 7, 1:45 p.m.
Selecting the Fuel for Cooking—
Miss Merna Monroe

PAUL BUNYON
WINNERS

They returned triumplidistly, bubbling
over with stories of the Doe (dough) they
lost and the Bucks ($) they missed as
well as the Deer (dear) they saw and conquered—all this after Turkey Day adventures and the stories of big, big things!
Gosh—more laughs!
Many returned after seeing the one
and only (besides the two others) with
this quaint bit of philosophy:
Down wit the students
Down wit the class
Down wit the trees
Down wit the grass
Down wit the countries
Down wit the flags
Down wit the army
Down wit the gags
Down wit the women
Down wit the men
Down wit the rooster
Down wit the hen
Down wit the spring
Down wit the fall
Whatever it is. I'm against it, so—
Down wit it all.

William Bishop '37 is the winner
of the Paul Bunyon Club prize of
one dollar offered by the Campus
for the best "tall one" submitted,
according to an announcement made
last week by Mr. Walter R. Whitney of the English Department who
served as judge of the contest.
Second place went to George
Bell. Frank Tapley's "Big Shot"
took third.
After commenting on the high
standard of the contributions submitted, Mr. Whitney stated that
each contestant had shown hintself
to be what Mark Twain had described as "an experienced, industrious, ambitious, and often quite
picturesque liar."

• Vocational

Week

lit the program.
"We hope," Mr. Brockway said, "that
this vocational program, the first of its
kind attempted at the University on such
a scale as we plan this year, will serve a
number of purposes. In addition to supplying specific information for seniors and
undergraduates about jobs and job getting,
we hope that it will stimulate an early
appreciation of the importance of this
phase of college training, will provide students with a conception of what the employers are looking for from college
graduates, and will encourage students to
seek further information along these lines
from the library, faculty members, the
Placement Director, and acquaintances in
the business world."

Tuesday, Dec. 8, 7:15 p.m.
Oliver Eldridge '37 (Tel. 178),..---...Editor-in•Chief
The Hull Trade AgreementsRichard N. Berry '37 (Tel. 8473L—Business Manager
Canadian Films Shown
Dean Edward J. Allen
EDITORIAL BOARD
At College 4-H Meeting
Editor
News
_Wonicii's
Larsen_
Marion
Editor
Wednesday, Dec. 9, 1:45 p.m.
Thomas E. Lyncb________Managing
Society Editor
Priscilla D. Haskell_
Associate Editor
Movies
on the Gaspe Peninsula,
taken
Photographer
•
Robert A. Cabeen—...—__Staff
Selecting Linens and Bedding for
News Editor
wninK;.ntCostrell
Canada, were shown by Mr. William E.
William C. Saltaman-------Sports Editor
the House—Mrs. Beulah Wells
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
Schrumpf to 45 members of the College
head proctor, A.A.A. board, and a half
4-H Club Tuesday evening. Reels showJane Stillman, Margaret Williston, Donald B. Mayo, Donald P. Kelley
other
offices—star
football
dozen
minor
REPORTERS
STAR
ing old fashioned agricultural methods
player—plenty of intestinal fortitude—
Leavitt
as compared to the modern were also
Walter Grundy, Lawrence Denning, Ruth Kimball, William Cumerford, Ruth
as
known
the
"Tape"
on
the
man
squad—
REPORTERS
shown.
all
list
always
bandaged
man
up—Dean's
MacJeannette
Costrell,
Rose
Arland Meade, Mary Leighton, Kay Rowe, Sylvia Cohen,
Avery Rich, club president, told about
throughout college career-4 point last
Kenzie, Barbara Lancaster, Robert Hussey, Mary Orr, William Bishop.
CUB REPORTERS
year—Rhodes Scholar prospect—Plans to his trip to the West Virginia State 4-H
•
A little poor advice to the lovelorn— be a veterinary—is to take graduate Camp in August. Mr. Kenneth C. LoveJohn Hart, William Treat, Erwin Cooper, Robert Cullinan, Virginia Hall
The first reply to the picture of the
joy, state leader, and Miss Evelyn PlumBUSINESS STAFF
"What Is It" published in the last issue there are many new ones around we un- course out west among the better horses
Manager
—Summers: drives big truck—has fallen mer. assistant leader, spoke briefly of
Merrill Eldridge________—_Advertising
derstand—
received
William
the
was
of
from
Campus
Manager
__Circulation
William R. Hilton
asleep and found himself off the road into club affairs.
Robert Harvey___.--___Asst. Circulation Manager
When women have turned
H. Hatch '40, who submitted his guess as
Cider and doughnuts were enjoyed alter
the woods with a load of canned goods—
into
You
fools-follows:
Chief characteristics: No particular the meeting.
Catch
fish
other
Accidents Are Preventable
The Campus,
female interest—an Ex-Snow Carnival
In other schools.
serve to call to the
Princeton University's faculty wrote 18
Gentlemen:
Queen's picture on his desk—also in his
Two serious automobile accidents within the past week should
•
driving
in
caution
room a horse's picture over which he takes books, 113 reviews. and 326 articles during
For a guess as to the nature of the
attention of the student body the emphatic need for the utmost
We succumb to our better judgment
a great deal of "riding."—Likes to dance the academic year 1935-36.
picture, I will say, an end view of part
during the winter season.
and print this Massachusetts contribuof
dangers
countless
the
to
add
must
driver
keep on dancing—at present has been
and
the
that
year
the
of the pile of terracotta outside the
It is at this time of
tion:
and poor visibilChase(ing) a fair Colvinite—always a
new dorm. Don't know the correct
ordinary traffic conditions the menace of treacherous road conditions
milk?"
is
"Why
meaning of momentum
hustler—fastest frosh waiter his year at
name of the stuff or its purpose, but
ity. Often an occupant of a car has no real conception of the
"Becows."
tries to stop after
Hamlin—very frank—expresses opinion
hope you know what I mean.
until his vehicle gets out of control on an icy surface or until he
•
ahead.
bluntly—great personality—lots of fun
suddenly seeing the huge bulk of a truck loom up out of the flurry of snow
It has become a fact that freshman reW. H. Hatch
alertness
and life—favorite expression: "I'm a
Winter driving calls for complete control of the car at all times, and
Upon the receipt of this letter, the Cam- actions change with time; a graphic sum- physical and mental phenomenon.--Pat is
driver.
the
of
part
the
on
commonsense
and good old-fashioned
pus immediately notified Don Rodrigo mary might run as follows:
going places in this world—no one on
SEPT.: "Say, we'll be late for that campus will ever deny that!
Van Smythe who was to award the prize
run."
lecture.
Let's
botany
The Second Week
Rodrigo
Don
for the first correct guess.
•
eliminated in made the following comment upon the
NOV.: "Walk a little faster, can't you?
The answer to that age-old problem of
By the end of the second week of rushing the freshman should have
three in which he is award:
He won't be mad if we're only five min- eating your cake and having it, too, is to
his own mind all of the fraternities on the campus but the two or
several of
"In recognition of the above received utes late."
eat it in bed.
most interested. By this time he should have had an opportunity to visit
the last card, it gives both the Campus and Rod•
DEC.: "Aw, if we came in now, he'd
the houses and to appraise the desirability of membership in each. During
than waste rigo Van Smythe great pleasure to award probably count us absent, anyway. What's
"Do your shoes hurt ?"
week, therefore, he should seek to narrow them to a final selection rather
the free trip to Europe at his own expense the use?"
"No. but my feet do."
time in repeated visits to those which appeal to him least.
•
of the to one William Hatch as a reward for
YES. BUT I
JAN.: "Botany lecture? What botany
Above all other considerations, the freshman should regard the membership
off for more of
the correct iden- lecture?"
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group he wants
A PIPE THE
this wonderful Maine air (Brrrr) and anname and tification of the picture printed a couple
•
when compared to the fellows that live in it. It is they who make its
WAY YOU
criticism,
of weeks ago.
To arrive at the other end of the four nouncing that contributions,
determine its influence on the campus.
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year's education (?) we can always say.
At this time the freshman should be particularly
There
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take
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He
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type
are
we
chap
this
fine
very
WELL—
who delights in "knocking" other houses. When he has to resort to
and is his trip during the Christmas holidays
I'd like to be a Senior.
YOU WILL—ONCE YOU TRY A
tactics it usually means that he has just about lost all hope of interesting you
Walter H. Burke, of New York City,
and we believe it fitting to give the lucky
LOAD OF THE COLLEGE MAN'S
And with the Seniors stand
taking a desperate last chance by scaring you away front a competitor.
Maine
of
University
the
of
graduate
a
and
SMOKE"
winner a real send-off.
A studded pin upon my vest,
...HERE!
yr
in 1906, has just been appointed a member
"In order that this send-off will not inWatch Out for Fire!
A paddle in my hand.
terfere or conflict with any of the other
I would not be a President,
of the Alumni Council, representing the
The millions of dollars' worth of property lost annually because of fire repreI would not be a king.
Just campus activities, the date is set for 3
people.
American
the
of
College of Technology alumni, according
carelessness
•
the
by
caused
bill
a
extent
large
a
sents to
o'clock, Dec. 18. The place will be anI would not be an emperor.
to George S. Williams '05, of Augusta,
as most of our accidents on the highways are due to lack of head-work and caution,
campus
the
For all the wealth 'twould bring.
nounced in the first issue of
so are these same characteristics responsible for fires.
president of the General Alumni AssociChristmas. Bill will board the new
I would not be an angel:
Herein the University has a problem. It is the problem of every student as well after
ation.
and
Station
sing;
Webster
to
have
angels
at
For
Flyer
Aroostook
fire.
another
as that of the administration. We must not have
The Alumni Council is the executive
I'd rather be a Senior.
in New York City two weeks later.
Examine your own habits and your own environment for fire hazards. Are you arrive
of the entire alumni body, made up
group
over
run
NOT
ordinarily
ANYTHING.
AND
1)0
not
does
Flyer
The
always sure that your matches and cigarettes are out when you discard them? Is
RIGHT' IT
members, and transacts much
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of
to
spared
again—
Yet
be
will
expense
no
there an accumulation of rubbish in the cellar of your fraternity? Is your electric this line, but
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.
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of
business
the
of
Senior
a
tell
always
for
can
You
comfortable
and
make the trip fast
CLEAR DOWN
wiring sate?
Association.
By the way he flaps his ears,
. TO THE HEEL
The Oak Hall blaze last year gave pretty clear evidence of the morality of some Mr. Hatch.
utilities
public
leading
a
is
Burke
sprightly
a
Mr.
Junior
tell
can
You
"At New York he will board the Queen
TOO!
people at fires. While a few selected students were frantically trying to save the propexecutive, has served in engineering and
As he walks this vale of tears.
of the New York
erty of freshmen, someone else was trying to spirit as much of it away as possible. Mary amidst the cheers
cahis
during
You can spot a newborn Sophomore administrative positions
the blasts
This practice is low, and makes one wonder just how much civilization really has Maine Alumni Association and
reer, and is at present president of the
By his sympathetic touch,
MILD DOWN
of the ROTC band.
gone forward from the days of sacking and pillaging of the Middle Ages.
Ebasco Services Inc.. the engineering and
You can always tell a Freshman.
TITHE HEIL •
"Best of luck to you, Bill, for a happy
With fires time is everything. Get help as soon as possible. We must not have
BUT YOU CANNOT TELL HIM construction subsidiary of the Electric
voyage. We will anxiously await your
another fire.
Bond and Share Company of New York
MUCH.
safe return at least in time for final
City.
Then—
exams!"
To College. to College.
While in college Mr. Burke majored in
The services of the Beacon Street Meth- sociate Secretary, who accompanied them
To get a Diploma.
engineering. was a member of
electrical
into
initiated
were
men
following
The
odist Episcopal Church were conducted on the trip.
Home again. Home again.
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, and
Beta Pi, honorary Engineering fraTau
by University of Maine students the en- Next Sunday the Maine Christian As- ternity, at the formal initiation held TuesStill in a coma.
a letterman in both football and basket•
ball.
tire day last Sunday. The general sub- sociation will send a deputation to Rock- day, December 1: Seniors, Richard Berry,
Before the typewriter falls apart afject. "Thinking Straight on Religion." land. Members taking this trip will be Robert Calvet', Cranston Folley. Paul
A skunk which had made its home in a
ter a rusty spell let's try something new—
Harold Taylor, Richard Stevens, Alice
was discussed by members of the team, Lerner, Ellen Hodgkins, and Olive Con- Morgan. Russell Morgan, John Stinch- A WHO'S WHO—FIRST?—Natural- drain pipe of Fiske Hall on the campus
field, Seth Williams; Juniors, Nelson
consisting of Mr. George Bell, Mr. Emil ley.
of 1A'ichita University vigorously aired its
llophana"
Carter, Howard Goodwin, and Sherman ly, "Pat" Hutchings—
Pat holds practically every important protest at being forcibly ejected. The
Hawes, Miss Gwendolyn Baker, Miss EdVannah.
on
is
drain-pipe
the
that
Senrejoices
of
janitor
campus—President
this
on
office
na Adams, and Miss Elizabeth Ring, AsPatronize Our Advertisers
ior class, Alpha Zeta. Senior Skull leader, the outside of the building.
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by a perfect score in spite of the fact that
Cross Country
Hunnewell and Clifford did not represent the team. Troland and Smith ran
Squad Improved in their places. Mowatt and Ohler led the
teams home, followed by Sawyer,
During Season two
Hart, Hersey, and Troland. Following

Kenyon Starts Work
On Varsity
Basketbaill
Maine To Be Member

these men came the Colby team.
A week later the team went to Boston
to defend its title as champions of New
England. Hunnewell, for the first time in
his career, seemed to be affected by the
warm dry air and finished behind Clifford.
By Bill Saltzman
The varsity cross country team this
wae
Ohler sprained his foot on a rolling rock
Give
yourself
a
fall
Pat
on
the
Back
was
a
The
winning
Portland
Sunday
combination
whipped
Bob Cullinan
/
2 mile mark while running with
A record crowd of hockey enthusiasts
Telegram All-Maine football team, considered by many as the into shape from a small nucleus of vet- at the 11
Coach Bill Kenyon began some real witnessed one of the fastest games of the
Mowatt in nineteenth position. This alone
official one, was the same as the eleven selected by the Campus, erans and plenty of new talent.
intensive work with his varsity basketball season when the Freshmen met the Sophwith the exception of the fullback post. Frye, of Bowdoin, was At the close of the 1935 season, it seemed defeated Maine, for had he finished in this
team this week as he came to the realiza- omores two weeks ago in the final hockey
picked for that spot, rather than Soule, of Bowdoin, who was the certain that Maine would be represented position (he had run with Mowatt in the
tion that the Christmas vacation was only of the season. Much credit is due the
two preceding meets) the team would
choice of the Campus.
by a championship team in 1936, for apthree weeks away. With more than a Freshmen who showed such fine spirit
Speaking of All-Maine teams, the Lewiston Sun sport scribe parently only Morton would be lost to the have won by two points.
week's conditioning work behind. he sent in this game. The Sophs were too strong
As it was. Clifford finished sixth, Hunmust have had hallucinations when he selected his All-Star team. Hunnewell, Waddington, Clifford,
the squad through fundamental drills and for them and won by a maring of 4-2.
aggregation. Smokey Joe Hamlin was on the second team, Franny Smith was only Corbett, Cain, and Troland would be newell, seventh, Mowatt nineteenth, Hart
short scrimmages.
thirty-second and Sawyer fortieth to place
Just previous to this game the Seniors a utility man, while Pat Hutchings, the steady, reliable Hutchings, wasn't even men- available from the State and New
England
Due to conflicting P. T. classes and in- tied the Juniors 1-1 in one of the best tioned.
championship teams. Furthermore, Saw- Maine in third place behind Rhode Island
tramural schedules, the length of the var- hockey tilts of the season. However, the
yer, Hart, Mowatt, Ken Clark, and others and Northeastern.
sity practice sessions is limited to a little Juniors are the winners of the hockey
Fourteen teams competed. Holy Cross,
Still on All-Star Elevens
Dewey Proctor, All-Maine guard and brilliant would be available from the freshman
more than a hour a day. Because of this tournament.
one of the favorites, finished sixth, Bowplace kicker, was recently given honorable mention on the Associated Press All-East- team.
condition. Kenyon stated that he would
After the games refreshments of sand- ern term. Lenny Berkowitz was another honorable mention man—on the All-AmeriHowever, it is never safe to predict a doin eleventh, Bates ninth, Colby twelfth,
probably be forced to make a cut in the wiches, cookies, and coffee were served can Jewish squad. Incidentally,
Ted Curtis has had questionnaires from All-Jewish, season in advance and the present season and New Hampshire eighth.
squad to get it down to a working basis. in the field house. It was at this time All-Polish, and All-Scandinavian
The final meet of the season was the
selectors.
proves how fickle Dame Fortune is. The
At the present. there are about 35 men that the Sophomore Eagles announced
•• ******
fates maned to be against the Bears from I.C.A.A.A.A. meet at New York. In spite
working out.
that Freshmen no longer needed to wear
Give Praise where Praise is Due
Although football is fast becoming only a the start, for one break after another went of losing Ohler, the team ran its best race
Last Saturday Kenyon held a black- their hats.
dim memory, although Alumni Field is covered with a blanket of snow, although against the team throughout the season. of the season and defeated all the New
board talk, explaining the offense and debasketball and track are now in the limelight, and although football togs have been
First, Norman Waddington Was killed, England colleges including Rhode Island
fense that he expects to employ this winForty-eight Freshman girls and forty- packed away, there still remains one thing that we would
like to mention before shov- thrown from his motorcycle, the day he (which had won the New England Meet),
ter. Although he is an advocate of the five Sophomores reported for basketball ing the gridiron sport away until next
returned to register. Corbett returned to Dartmouth, and Yale.
fall.
so called slow break, he may be forced practice last week. The tournament this
Probably the least publicized and least known of the Maine football regulars college 26 pounds overweight and was
In a field of twenty-four colleges, Maine
to abandon it in order to stay in the game year will include A and B team games of was Nolan Jackson. It was
rare, indeed, that his name was mentioned in the news- never able to get down to running trim. finished fifth, Rhode Island sixth (21
with the teams that rely on speed. He all classes which will make twenty-four papers. He
was just a man in the line-up—a work horse, not asking for praise and
Cain failed to go out for the team. points behind), Yale seventh, M.I.T.
plans to use variations of the man-to-man games to be played.
not receiving praise.
Ken Clarke did not return to college until tenth, and Dartmouth eleventh. Michigan
defense.
Yet, Jackson was one of the steadiest, most reliable men in the strong Bear line. too late to get into shape. As the train- State College won the title for the fourth
After the talk, the first informal scrimNumerals and credits for hockey will He was a sixty-minute man and a power, both offensively
and defensively. Never ing season progressed. Sawyer was consecutive time.
mage of the year was held. Four team, be awarded at a Hockey Rally which will brilliant or sensational, the Norway
bothered with cramps almost continuoussenior played a quiet, steady game all year.
Hunnewell, running his best race of the
played, each about five minutes. The he held Dec. 15.
Nolan Jackson—we salute you!
ly; Hart was very slow in rounding into year, finished fourth, Clifford thirtieth,
performances of Phil Rogers, Frank Tapshape, due to his summer work, and How- Mowatt forty-third, Sawyer forty-ninth,
ley', and Bill Haskell were especially
Tennis Star ...The following character sketch has been contributed by C. E. ard, another good prospect, failed to re- and Hart fifty-first.
pleasing to the Pale Blue mentor. The
port.
Kimball, a member of Sigma Chi,
The freshmen had an excellent season,
last two were not members of the team
Leslie Brookes:The battering, bantering, brooding, brilliant tennis star. A
Maine ran its first race at New Hamp- considering the inexperience of the team.
which faced Northeastern last year. and,
slouchy, sandy-haired, stocky star. A tennis star among tennis stars, but one of whom shire on a new course without a chance The A team lost but one meet—that to
to date, had not been given much conlittle is known. (Oh yea!) So modest, indeed, that his father did not know that he to properly look over the course. The Farmington Normal School. They deBy Bin Treat
sideration. They have played brilliantly
had won the University championship until he read in the papers about three months result was a tie. 28-28, with Hunnewell feated Lee Academy, Old Town H.S.,
in the Intramural League for some time.
Coach Chester A. Jenkins again turned later. A swell guy,a great lover, a perfect egg. I ought to
know,for he is my frater- and Clifford finishing far ahead of the Houlton H.S., Caribou H.S., and HopeHaskell is the better shot of the' two, but
out a championship freshman cross coun- nity brother and roommate. (Such loyalty .tch tch )
pack. Mowatt, affected by cramps, fin- dale (Mass.) H.S.
Tapley is a clever dribbler and a fine
try squad with three perfect scores out of
•• ***** •
ished far in the rear.
Donald Smith, after a slow start, proved
floor man.
six meets. The team also had the honor
Snow, snowballs, and footballs
Two weeks later the team showed its himself not only the best man on the team
Snow to most people means the chance to
This season Maine will be a member of
its
crack
runner, Don Smith, participate in winter sports, but to a group of Phi Mu Deltas
of having
it also means the chance true quality, winning the state meet by but the best freshman in New England,
the newly formed New England College
break the tape at the New England Inter- to play a little touch football. While we were meandering
around Sunday afternoon, almost a perfect score. Again Hunnewell winning this title at Boston.
Conference, embracing Connecticut State.
collegiate Meet and finish sixth at the Ir. our attention was attracted to a spirited football game behind
At New York running against the best
the Phi Mu Delta house. and Clifford finished well ahead of the
Rhode Island, Northeastern, and New
Meet in New York.
The snow was about a foot high; the football resembled a white egg; yet, the players other runners, followed by Wallace, of freshmen in the country, he finished sixth.
Hampshire. Bates is fairly certain of 4A.
runners
were divided into were having a grand time, jumping and slipping in the snow.
The frosh
Bates, then Mowatt, Hart, and Ohler, all Floyd Jackson, who finished in a tie with
entering this group next year. so that fans
The final score showed that the Pruett Potatoes, led by Ken Pruett, defeated the of Maine. The score, Maine 18, Bates 47, Smith in most of the dual meets, finished
can be sure of seeing some fine basketball. Teams A. B,and C. Team A won, besides
Of all of the teams, the Rhode Island its honors in the National and New Eng- Owen Ringers, captained by Al Owen, 6-0. Owens, however, claims that Pruett's Colby 68, proved the tremendous superi- in 13th position in the New England
ority of the Maine team.
Freshman Meet and 14th in the I.C.A.A.
Rams are perhaps the most colorful and land meets, five out of six other contests. line cheated by being off-side all the time.
•• ******
On October 31. Maine defeated Colby A.A. Meet at New York.
outstanding. For the past two years this Team B won four out of its five meets,
Intramural sports
team coached by the ever present Frank and Team C was defeated by Old Town.
H'e hate intramural football, basketball, and volley ball
Keaney has averaged better than 50 points
In their encounters with Lee, Caribou, ll'hy not, then, intramural bridge! Many of the houses have crack bridge performa game. A large share of these games and Old Town Team A rung a perfect ers, and we believe that a bridge tournament would be both instructive and interesting.
have resulted in victories from Harvard score. They' also beat Bonito!' and Hope- How about it!
and other big schools. Last year the dale. Mass, with decisive scores, but were
Rams lost to New Hampshire 44-43 in conquered by Farmington Normal.
More About Touch Football
We are indebted to Prof. Benjamin Kent for the
probably the most thrilling game that the
Don Smith, former Aroostook champi- following newspaper item: "Touch football drew more than 400 players at the UniDurham floor ever witnessed.
on, and Floyd Jackson usually finished in versity of Kansas this autumn."
Maine has several good men left over
Kent pointed out that, while this is a large proportion of the Kansas student body,
the first two positions followed by Bill
from last year. Among them are Phil
Gordon Everett, Ralph Whicher, still the University of Maine has probably a larger ratio. And Kent was right.
Rogers. Dana Thompson, Raoul Flour- Beck,
Thompson, and Ken Bouchard. For there are more than 2000 boys at Kansas while at Maine there are about 800.
goin. Win Smith, Clarence Keegan. How- Merrill
finished 14th in both the New The ratio at Kansas, therefore, is 20 per cent. Maine, on the other hand, with about
Jackson
Woodbury,
Craig
ard Forrestall, Harold
adn National meets. Smith's 50 men in touch football has 31 per cent.
England
Cameron, Frank Burke, Amy Veague.
time
was 16:04 at the I.C.4A.
best
and Dwight Lord. Bill NVebber, a transTrack and Basketball
Basketball and track are again on the Maine athletic
Team B whipped Old Town. Hartland,
fer junior, should give a good account of
scene with many candidates reporting for both squads. Varsity basketball will enter
himself, and Coach Kenyon is expecting Aroostook Classical Institute, Patten, and
a full schedule this winter for the first time in seven years.
him to be one of the leading candidate, for were defeated only once, by Lee Academy.
Track starts Saturday with the Freshman-Sophomore Track Meet. To us this
center, a position left vacant by the graduThe frost' have made an enviable rec- meet shapes up as the closest in recent years. So close, indeed, that we do
not dare
ation of Ken Johnstone.
ord, and show promise of maintaining the venture a guess who will win. More than a month remains before the varsity. howAfter the sparkling exhibitions that bug recognized supremacy of Maine barever, starts its regular season.
Rogers put on during his freshman year riers.
and last year as a member of the varsity,
Navy-Army Football Wally Gleason, All-Maine tackle on Fred Brice's eleven,
it is only logical to assume that he will he
was one of the many thousands that observed the Army-Navy game last Saturday.
one of ffie main cogs in the offense. Under
"Great," was the way Wally expressed his opinion of the contest. The tall
the basket. Rogers has few superitti s
tackle attended the game with his uncle, Simon Hamlin, Maine representative to
u hen it comes to scoring. 1 homp,
on.
Bourgoin. Lord, and Forrestal! are
Ms uttz pletures of the Columbia. New Congress.
guards, with little to choose among them. Danip•hire, Bates. and Bowdon' football
They are oil Rood shots, fine ball hand- tames %%ere shown at the meeting of the
A meeting of the Pale Blue Key Fall Lettermen Receive
lers. and strong defensive nwn.
ggie Chat. Tuesday, by Ted Curtis.
Shingles at Supper Dec. 9
Smith is a center who, in spite of the
Mr. George E. Lord, of the Agricultur- society will be held Tuesday to
fact that he did not score, made a good al Extension Service, spoke of his visit to bring action on the question of
A supper nieeting of all coaches, varsity
impression on the Maine mentor last Texas. describing the type of agriculture adopting handball as an intramural
managers, assistant managers, lettermen,
winter. He is a very good shot from : there, and speaking of other events that sport.
anywhere around the hoop.
and numeralmen for football and cross
were of general interest.
Some of the unusual names of North- country will be held in Memorial GymnaKeegan. M'oodbury. Cameron, Veague, I A member of the faculty expressed his
and Burke play the forward positions. desire to have faculty members admitted western university students tend to be al- sium on Wednesday, Dec. 9, at 6 o'clock.
Keegan is probably one of the fastest men 1 to membership in the club. The question coholic. There are a couple of Beers, a
Shingles will be awarded and a program
on the squad. and can score even Ilmugh was referred to the executive committee. Boos, a Beerman, a Brewer, a Bender. of short talks and movies of the Bowdoin
he has missed some apparently easy ones.
game will be provided.
Upon a favorable report from the exec- and a Bock—not to mention six Steins.
Woodbury was captain of the team last utive committee, the club voted to send an
year, and is eligible to play until the end apple judging team to compete in a fourof the present semester when he will have state contest at the University of New
finished his college course.
Hampshire in December.
CCASIONALLY a telephone wire must be run
Burke is the trickiest man in the whole
Alpha Zeta. honorary agricultural fra$70
5:550
Regular $10.00 Frederics 1 Minute Permanent
hunch. His attitude of laziness is a big ternity. initiated Arland Meade, Edwin
under a rug or carpet. The twisted wire formerly
Regular $7.00 Frederics Vitron
help to his deceptiveness, and makes him Bates. and Richard Gerry Wednesday,
Standard
used
5.00
Frederics
made
an unsightly ridge.
Regular
$6.00
one of the hardest men on the team to November 25. Meade and Gerry are jun3.50
Regular $5.00 Croquignole
guard.
So Western Electric—manufacturing, distributing
Mrs, and Bates a senior.

Of New England
Conference
By

Hunnewell and Clifford
Did Fine Running
For Varsity

10 The Amazon11111

Frosh Harriers
Had Fine Season

Even
bare feet
will never
feel it

Football Films Shown
At Aggie Club Meet

XMAS SPECIAL

NOTICE
-

Junior Prism picture proofs will
be returned to the Sargent Studio
representative, who will be on
campus Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, December 3, 4, and 5, from
9:00-12:00, and 1:30-4:30. Prism
headquarters for this will be in the
basement of North Stevens.
Prism proofs must be returned
personally, since statistics for the
Junior section of the book will be
taken when the proofs are returned,
and no effort will be made to contact students who do not report.
Resittings for unsatisfactory
portraits will be arranged at that
time, and orders for portraits will
he taken. The Sargent Studio guarantees delivery of such portraits
before Christmas.

ii

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
Stationery with the Maine
or Fraternity Seal

3.00
Regular $4.00 Shotay
2.00
Regular $2.50 Economy
Let us give you a distinctive new hairstyle for the Ball

Buffum Beauty Shop
Orono

Tel. 95

Fine and Complete Line
of Collegiate Jewelry
Fraternity Banners
& Pillows
Gifts the College Boys and
• Girls all Desire
Mai/ orders pen prompt Attention

UNIVERSITY STORE CO.
on the Campus

O

hope
you will come in to see their
display of Christmas Gifts
and
wish you all a Happy Holiday

and purchasing unit of the Bell System—produces a
flat cord only one-eighth inch thick, seven-eighths of
an inch wide. (Like this 0000 ). Within this
tiny space are four conductors of insulated wire. Under the rug or carpet this cord is not seen, not even
felt with bare feet.
Even to the smallest detail, the Bell System is constantly on the lookout for the better way to make
telephone service more satisfactory to the customer.
College men and women find after
7 P. M. a convenient time for making long distance calls. Moreover,
most rates are lowest then.

HELL TELEPHONE fill •TEII
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Pageant To Be
NEW COURSE IN ETHICS IS
Thanksgiving Party Held ChristmasGiven
OAK SPEAKING CONTEST
at Vespers Service
SCHEDULED FOR DEC. 14 PLANNED FOR THIS SPRING
By Off-Campus Women
A special Vesper, set vat program is
The new course on ethics that was to be
The preliminaries of the John M. Oak
The first Off-Campus Women's Party planned for Sunday, December 13, 4:15
Prize Speaking Contest originally sched- offered next fall will be given this spring
this season took place Thanksgiving eve- p.m. to be held in the Memorial Gymnasiuled for November 19 have been post- instead and will be under the direction of
ning in Alumni Hall, which was,decorated um. A pageant will be presented, with
Departthe
poned until Monday. December 14. The Prof. Ronald B. Levinson of
Pi Phi Bucceaners Entertain
Dr. McReynolds Is Host To
with colored lights ann two huge baskets
in
accompanying music by the Univeristy
announced
was
it
Philosophy,
of
ment
Pirate
Rushees
Party
IVith
DecemA. 0. Pi Italian Style Party
finals will be held two days later,
of
autumn tinged chrysanthemums. Music
Chorus and the University Orchestra.
ber 16, at 8 o'clock in the Little Theatre. Dean Allen's office today. The course
a
had
party
Beta
pirate
Pi
Phi sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority held a Genwas provided by Albert Lane, a singing
will
The pageant, "The Nativity," was preand
credit
of
hours
three
carry
will
The students who are expected to com0-A party Tuesday at the home of Dr. and supper for the rushees in the new pianist, from Bangor. Ice cream, homepete are Ralph Farris, Jr., Minnie Brown, treat chiefly of ethical problems raised and Mrs. George E. McReynolds. Enter- chapter room on College Avenue last Sat- made cookies and cake were served at in- pared in 1928 by students of the University. It presents in the traditional way the
Sargent Russell, Artemus Weatherbee, by recent political, economic, and social
tainment and refreshments were carried urday evening. There was a treasure hunt, termission. Margaret Williston uas in
John Perry, Clark Kuney, Leonard Bram, history.
charge of arrangements, assisted by Edna story of the birth of Christ. A cast of
out in the Italian manner. Ruth Pagan games and songs. The committee in
Oliver Eldridge, Lawrence Denning, Alan
Adams, Miriam Golden, Florence Shan- eighteen will participate. Lighting effects
was chairman of the committee and was charge was Louise Calderwood, Janet St. non, and Gwendolyn Baker. Chaperons and musical numbers are planned. The
Duff, Jr., and Margaret Williston. The A. 0.Pi Entertains Rushers
speeches will be original and of a perwere: Mr. Cecil G. Fielder, Prof. and pageant has been presented twice previAt Afternoon Party in Orono assisted by Mary Leighton and June Pierre, and Marguerite Kyer.
Clement.
suasive nature.
Mrs.
Warren Bliss, Prof. Irving Prage- ously at the University.
were:
who
present
were
rushees
The
A small afternoon party was held by
The pageant will be open to the public,
Those attending were: Priscilla Bick- Ruth Damery, Lucie Pray, Marjorie man, and Miss Elizabeth Ring.
C.
A.
Dr.
of
home
the
at
sorority
Pi
0
A
party
rushing
a
at
entertained
Phi Mu
ford, Ruth Damery, Ruth McLellan, Mary Goode, Margaret Steinmetz, Alice Ann
Those attending were: Ruth Gray, Jo- and everyone is cordially invited to attend.
at
27,
November
Friday,
on
Andrews,
Professor
of
home
Monday evening at the
Madigan, Sophie Maisel, Frances Orr,
Jell- seph Packard; Pauline Jellison. Artemus
and Mrs. Huddilston. The party was in 2:00 o'clock. The program was under the Helen Lancaster, Margaret Peaslee, Dor- Donovan, Marjorie Johnson, Pauline
Weatherbee; Gwendolyn Baker, Ernest
and
Mary
Cox
Patricia
Gogan.
Holmes.
Jane
Joan
ison,
Rowe,
Kay
of
direction
beano,
the form of a country fair, with
othy Phair, Doreen Trask, Camilla Doak,
Adams; Florence Shannon, Francis Golfortune telling, hog calling contests and Kay Cox, and included informal games Alice Donovan, Jane Dyer, Marion Fitz- Buck, Gwendolyn Harrington, Eileen den; Minnie Brown, Arland Meade; EdFlannagan, Priscilla Thomas, Virginia
a chamber of horrors. Refreshments of and refreshments.
Goode, Virginia Hardi- Pease, Elizabeth Kruse, Camilla Doak, na Adams, Francis Bradbury; Margaret
Among those attending were: Priscilla Gerald, Marjorie
hotdogs, coffee and ice cream were served.
Williston, Edward Merrill; Dorothy
son, Natalie Hooper, Marjorie Johnson.
Those present were: Jane Dyer, Patri- Bickford, Ruth Damery, Ruth McClel- Dorothy Love, Virginia Pease, Mary Julia Warren, Ruth McLellan, Doreen Mosher, Arland Peabody; Marjorie
ORONO
cia Gogan, Anne Hart, Helen Maling, land, Mary Madigan, Sophie Maisel, Dor- Phelps, Lucie Pray, Evelyn Randlett, El- Trask, Phyllis Porter, Elizabeth Mulhol- Thompson, Gerald Hart; Alice Lerner,
land, Mary Corliss, Mary Cooper, Iris
Thurs.. Dec. 3
Josephine Freeman, Ramona Hir.cks, een Trask, Camilla Doak, Jane Dyer,
nora Savage, Mary Scribner. Gertrude Allen, Dorothy Day, Priscilla Young, Thomas Fiettler ; Josephine Profit,
Elizabeth Jones, Virginia Hardison, Nat- Marion FitzGerald. Marjory Goode, Vir"GIVE ME YOUR
Tondreau, Ruth Trickey, Priscilla Young. Priscilla Bickford, Mary Scribner, Ruth Franklin NIorgrage; Mildred Dauplainee,
MarHooper,
Natalie
Hardison,
Trickginia
Ruth
Damery,
alie Hooper. Ruth
HEART"
Mary Cooper, Mary Corliss. Gwendolyn Trickey, Hope Jackman. Mary Grindle, Winslow Smith; Patricia Gogan. WilVirginia
Love,
Dorothy
Johnson,
Lorna
jorie
McClellan,
ey, Helen Reiley, Ruth
with
Jones, Elizabeth Kruse. Gwendolyn McFarland, Barbara Jones, liam Wright.
Mary
Harrington,
Phelps,
Mary
Kruse,
Elizabeth
Blake,
Pease,
Robbins, Margaret Farrin, Emily
Kay Francis, Geo. Brent, Roland
Rachel
Hall,
Lucille
Libbey,
Elizabeth
MarVirgil
Ruth
Thompson;
Leavitt.
HenrietScribHardison,
Mary
Virginia
Savage,
Wood,
Amy
Lucille Hall, Edna Adams. Margaret Lucie Pray, Elnora
Young
Kent, Helen Abbott, Margaret Bassett, ta Holmes, and Mary Stephenson.
jorie Goode, Richard Higgins; Lucille
Steinmetz, Pauline Jellison, Maxine Rob- ner, Ferne Lunt, Faith Shesong, Helen
Comedy—Travelogue
Helen
Lunt,
Ferne
Hennessy,
Runion,
Hersey;
John
Leona
Alvin
Charlotte
Hall,
Abbott.
ertson, Irene Whitman, Ruth Feseden, Bond, Barbara Corbett. Helen
Perry; Lucille Paulin, Stanley Holland;
Barbara Corbett. Helen Bond, Deutsche Vcrein Will Present
Fri., Dec. 4
Margaret Peaslee, Elizabeth Mulholland, Elizabeth Jones, Rachel Kent, Mary Cor- Reiley,
Antoria Rosen, Faith Shesong, Betty
Playlet at Christmas Meeting Kay Duplisse, Raymond Goode; Elnora
"WEDDING PRESENT"
Julia Warren. Hope Jackman, Mary liss, and Ruth Trickey.
Anna
Savage,
Donald
Anderson,
Bridges;
Stephenson.
Sylvester, Mary
with
Buck, Alvalene Pierson, Helen Hanson,
Deutsche Verein will hold its Christmas Charles Hill; Cora Bailey, Andrew G.
Joan Bennett, Cary Gran,
Gwendolyn McFarland, Lorraine Gross, Dr. Lillian Brush Talks
on Tuesday.
Hall
Stevens
275
in
meeting
Party
Lindsay; Annette Youngs, Edward Red6th Chapter "Vigilantes Al
At Weekly Y.W.C.A. Meeting North Hall's First Vic
Mary Cooper, Marion FitzGerald, Su8 o'clock.
Held Last Friday Evening December 8, at
man; Hester Billings, Milton Jellison :
Coming"
zanne LaPointe, Camilla Doak, Priscilla
be
will
playlet
Ethical
Christmas
and
German
Moral
A
"What Shall Be the
Long, Charles Peirce.
Paramount Nett
gave their first vie presented by a cast of eleven students in Carolyn
Thomas, Mary Grindle, Ruth Desjardin.
girls
Hall
North
subthe
of a College Woman?" was
Marjory Coffee, Lillian Herrick, Mar- Code
party of the year last Friday evening. costume. An important part of the playlet Phi Kappa Phi Holds
Sat., Dec. 5
presented by Dr. Lillian Brush of
garet Cheney, Estelle Lawrence, Marjorie ject
Mabel McGinley, the house matron, will be the singing of Christmas songs of
"TARZAN ESCAPES"
Annual Formal Initiation
Department at the regu- Mrs.
Psychology
the
Johnson, Lucie Pray, Priscilla Young,
was the chaperon, and Ann Hart. the so- the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by
with
lar weekly Y.W.C.A. meeting held at
and Charlotte Hennessy.
cial chairman, was in charge of the party. a student chorus. German refreshments
Twelve students were initiated into the
Johnny Weismuller, Maureen
the
is
This
afternoon.
Monday
Balentine
KenMary
were:
attending
The couples
O'Sullivan
are planned. All those interested in at- honor society, Phi Kappa Phi, at its meetPi Beta Phi entertained their rushees first of a series of three talks which will nedy, J. Philip Jacobs; Margaret Cheney,
ing on November 19, held at Room 11,
Metro News—Comedy
tending will be welcome.
with a kid's party last Tuesday afternoon be given by Dr. Brush on "College Ad- John Stinchfield; Ann Hart. Ralph FarMerrill Hall.
Mon., Tues., Dec. 7-8
at the new chapter room. Children's games justments." The next two will come on ris; Priscilla Covell, Allen Gould; Jose- International Peace Is
Those initiated were Paul W. Burke,
and refreshments were enjoyed by the two consecutive Mondays after the phine Freeman, Cornelius Moynihan;
"ANTHONY ADVERSE"
by Dean Allen William E. Crowell, Faith G. Folger,
Discussed
with
guests. Those on the committee were Christmas holidays. There will be no Carolyn Reed, Robert Kempton; Ruth
George P. Hitchings, Flora H. Lutz, RobFredric March, Olivia De Haviland
Mildred Dauphinee and Margaret Snow. YAV.C.A. meetings until this time.
Dean Edward J. Allen addressed the
Fessenden, Robert Robertson.
ert E. McKusick, Robert L. Older, ShirParamount News
Bangor I.eague for Peace and Freedom
Those present were: Camilla Doak,
ley R. Parsons. Sargent Russell, Martha
Freshmen
at a meeting of the organization in the
Ruth Trickey, Elizabeth Kruse, Virginia Chi 0 Entertains
Balentine Smoking Room
Weft.. Dec. 9
Ralph
and
Stewart,
R.
Alice
Simmons,
Orono
in
Party
With Rushing
Fire Causes Excitement Bangor Public Library Tuesday evening.
Pease, Jane Holmes, Mary Buck, Ruth
"CRAIG'S WIFE"
E. Wentworth.
of
contributions
the
discussed
Allen
Dean
first
its
Marjorie
held
Flannagan,
McLellan. Eileen
The Chi Omega sorority
with
Phi Kappa Phi was started at the UniSudden smoke created alarm among the New Deal administration to internaGoode. Betty Libbey, Hope Jackman, rushing party of the season at the home
Rosalind Russell, John Boles
time
that
Since
un1897.
evening
in
Maine
Sunday
of
versity
last
co-eds
in
expressed
Balentine
as
particularly
peace,
tional
Mary Jackman, Dorothy Day. Mary of Professor and Mrs. E. R. Hitchner,
Comedy—Pictorial Review
only a wastebas- neutrality legislation and international branches have sprung into existence at
Cooper, Doreen Trask, Priscilla Young, Bennoch Street, Orono. Games were til it was discovered that
.3 Shows daily: 2:30, 6:30, 8:30
country.
the
in
No
universities
afire.
the
of
was
room
most
smoking
the
in
ket
trade agreements.
Mary Corliss, Mary Grindle, Mary played and refreshments were served.
Feature at 3:00, 7:00, 9:00
of the
Althea .Millett and Norma Lueders were damage aside from the destruction
Stephenson, Phyllis Porter, Elizabeth
Advertisers
Our
Patronize
wastebasket resulted.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Sylvester, Amy Wood, Virginia Hardi- in charge of the affair.
son, Iris Allen, Barbara Jones, Mildred
•
Dixon, and Elizabeth Mitchell.
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Veterans of Foreign Wars
Offers Annual Band Cup
A beautiful cup to be awarded annually
to that college band which in the opinion
of a selected group of civilian and military judges shows the best performance
during the football season each fall has
been offered by Franklin E. Pretto Post
No. 3459 Veterans of Foreign Wars, of
Orono.
According to Lieut. Robert K. Alcott,
Professor of Military Science and Tactics.
competition is to be limited to college
bands in the State of Maine, and will be
held annually.
The fall initiation of Delta Delta Delta
sorority was held Wednesday and Thursday nights at the home of Pauline Davee
Barbara
in Orono. Those initiated were
Whittridge '39, Dorothy Hines '39, and
Dolly Mosher '39. The initiation banquet will be held next Tuesday evening.

vitalsoisawity

Birchmere, Milford
has its Dining Room open for
House Parties and Banquets.
Capacity. forty-five dancers
Call Old Town 8164-2 to make

When I'm for a thing I'm all for it!
I like Chesterfields...I like 'cm a lot
...we all go for 'cm around here.

arrangements

SKATE OUTFITS
Boys

Or

Girls

$2.95

Flat Blade

Chesterfields arc milder...and when
it comes to taste—they're SWELL!

League Hockey

$4.95
$4.95

Canadian Type
Girls White Shoe

smoking

HOCKEY STICKS

25e

TO

things
for thegoodcan

give

$3.00

PUCKS

19e

SKATES SHARPENED

YOU WILL FIND IT AT

onwApi
pARKs,r,tVARI/TY
ORONO
31 3/ NULL ST
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